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A skill-building introduction to the forthcoming LEGO® adaptation traces the rise of the
formidable Clone Army and the first battle of the Clone Wars while featuring favorite Jedi
minifigures clashing with a deadly droid army. Movie tie-in. Simultaneous.
Describes the heroes in LEGO Hero Factory who live in Makuhero City and the villains they
fight.
Looks at the adventures of the Rebels as they fight against the evil Galactic Empire.
What are the most deadly animals in the world and where do they live? Find out in Spiders and
Other Deadly Animals! Learn about the animals that can kill us through life-threatening true
stories! Filled with amazing photography and clear text, Spider
LEGO(R) Star Wars(TM): The Force Awakens uses LEGO sets to retell the amazing story of
the latest Star Wars movie, dazzling young readers by bringing their favourite models and
minifi gures to life. DK's LEGO Star Wars: The Force Awakens Level 2 Reader stars popular
characters both old and new, from Han Solo and Princess Leia, to Rey, Finn and Kylo Ren. It
follows the adventures of the galaxy's new heroes as they battle the evil First Order, using
dynamic images to recreate key scenes from the movie, and clear, informative text to help
childrenimprove their reading skills. (c)2016 the LEGO Group. Manufactured by Dorling
Kindersley under license from the LEGO Group. (c) & TM 2016 LUCASFILM LTD.
Who can stand up to Darth Vader and the Empire? What does it take to be a Rebel? Learn all
about the cool characters fighting for freedom in a galaxy far far away and join them for
amazing quests and breathtaking battles in DK Reader Level 2: LEGO® Star Wars®: Free the
Galaxy. Level 2 is for children who have started to read alone, but still need some help. The
books have more words than Level 1, slightly longer sentences that are still simple in
construction, and slightly smaller type. Additional information spreads are full of extra fun facts
and topic-related activities to make and do. The stories are slightly more complex than those in
Level 1. LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick and Knob configurations and the Minifigure are
trademarks of the LEGO Group. © 2015 The LEGO Group. Produced by DK Publishing under
license from the LEGO Group. © & TM 2015 LUCASFILM LTD.
Get little LEGO® Star Wars™ fans reading with this new Level 1 DK Reader In LEGO® Star
Wars™: A New Hope, beginning readers will have the opportunity to follow Luke Skywalker and
Obi Wan Kenobi as they attempt to rescue Princess Leia from the clutches of the evil Darth
Vader. Along the way, they will meet R2D2 and C3PO and fight in a space battle. Finally they
will try to destroy the Death Star and defeat the evil Empire. LEGO® Star Wars™: A New Hope
is a Level 1 Reader from DK. These books are great for children who are beginning to read exciting stories with limited vocabulary and lots of repetition to engage young fans and build
their literacy skills. The winning combination of popular cult subject Star Wars and an engaging
story packed full of exciting images is perfect for getting children hooked on reading.
While heroic Jedi generals and clone troopers fight the Separatists in the Clone Wars, Anakin
Skywalker is pulled toward the dark side of the Force in this exciting Level 3 reader based on
Star Wars, Episode III: Revenge of the Sith.

Follow the adventures of the rebels as they fight against the Galactic Empire—all
in LEGO® form—in these DK Readers that offer clear, informative text that helps
beginning readers read on their own. Simultaneous.
Play different Star Wars scenes again and again. The story isn't over yet: now
you can control the destiny of characters, locations, vehicles and creatures from
all six films in the Star Wars universe - it's every fan's dream. Continue the Star
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Wars saga in your own living room, pitch foe against foe and friend against friend
and create explosive new scenes in full-colour backgrounds using the 260
removable, easy-to-peel stickers. It's out-of-this-world fun! And don't forget,
there's a galaxy-full of DK Star Wars books to collect.
From whirling tornadoes to freezing blizzards, weather is a constantly changing
force that affects everything around us. Explore the history and elements that
make up the environment around us in DK Eyewitness Books: Weather.
This widely adopted text and teacher resource provides a comprehensive
approach to assessing and remediating reading difficulties in grades K-6. Darrell
Morris presents rich case studies of beginning and older readers struggling with
different types of reading problems. He shows how to administer a thorough
diagnostic battery and provide instruction tailored to each student's needs. In
addition to one-to-one tutoring strategies, small-group and whole-class
applications are discussed. Reproducible tools, book lists, and other user-friendly
materials can be photocopied from the book or downloaded and printed in a
convenient 8 1/2" x 11" size. New to This Edition *Detailed explanations of how to
adapt the techniques for classroom use. *The latest research findings pertaining
to reading diagnosis. *Updated and expanded book lists.*Chapter on historical
and theoretical foundations. See also the Morris Informal Reading Inventory:
Preprimer through Grade 8, a complementary assessment tool that yields
systematic data on K-8 students' reading abilities.
Enjoy this narrative about the history and developments of the manufacture of
chocolate - its origins from a tree in the rainforest to a treat that most people
enjoy. Encourage your child to discover the story behind their favourite treat.
Help your child develop reading confidence quickly and easily. Captivating stories
and complex sentence structures for children who can read on their own and are
developing a desire to read for fun.
Introduces the LEGO mixels, who can split, mix, and combine with each other to
create wacky combinations.
Describes the heroes in LEGO Hero Factory who live in Makuhero City, a
modern city full of different neighborhoods and home to millions of robots who
need help from their local heroes.
Identifies many of the monsters in the Star Wars universe, including the Rishi eel,
the four-armed gundark, and the Zillo beast.
Highlights the life and achievements of the Baptist pastor who became a driving force behind
the African American civil rights movement.
Discover cutting edge robots and investigate what they do. Dive into the science behind
artificial intelligence, explore the capabilities of robots and the computers that control them,
from drones to Pepper, the robot companion for humans. DK's innovative range of levelled
readers combines a highly visual approach with non-fiction narratives that children will love
reading. DK Reader Robot Universe is a level 4 reader, Reading Alone, offering a delightful
narrative for young children to encourage an interest in and desire to read. Simple sentences
are used with an emphasis on frequently used words with strong visual clues and labels
introducing and reinforcing vocabulary. Find out about the cutting edge robots of today with DK
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Reader Robot Universe. Packed with facts kids will love reading.
Find a galaxy full of LEGO® Star WarsTM ideas to build - from activities and art, games and
challenges, to practical makes and your very own inventions! LEGO® Star WarsTM Ideas
Book features imaginative play and building ideas using your own LEGO brick collection. There
are LEGO projects that take just a few minutes, to builds to keep you occupied for hours. Set
up a game of LEGO Star Wars skittles, create a pencil pot shaped like your favourite Sith or
Jedi, build a fleet of tiny TIEs, design Darth Vader's family tree, and customise a podracer.
Challenge a friend to take on a rathtar, mix up your minifigures, stage your favourite movie
battle scene with LEGO Star Wars bricks - and much, much more! LEGO® Star WarsTM Ideas
Book is packed with a family friendly range of activities to inspire every LEGO Star Wars fan.
What will you build? © 2018 The LEGO Group.© & TM 2018 LUCASFILM LTD.
If you're a fan of Deep Work by Cal Newport, Jordan B. Peterson's 12 Rules for Life or The
Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck by Mark Manson; you will love The End of Procrastination: How
to Stop Postponing and Live a Fulfilled Life. Take control and stop procrastinating: Even with
overflowing inboxes, thousands of unread notifications, and unmet deadlines, most people still
can't manage to take control of their time and stop procrastinating. The End of Procrastination
tackles this ubiquitous problem head on, helping you stop putting off work and enabling you to
reclaim your life. Transfer the knowledge of neuroscience and behavioral economics into
practice: Author Petr Ludwig is a science popularizer, entrepreneur, and consultant with the gift
of being able to explain crucial and difficult things simply and easily. Adela Schicker is a
personal growth consultant and motivational speaker. Petr and Adela are the co-founders of
Procrastination.com, which has helped Fortune 500 clients in Europe overcome the habit of
putting off tasks and responsibilities. Now, in their book The End of Procrastination, Ludwig
and Schicker offer a blueprint for improving your intrinsic motivation, efficiency, and happiness
at work and in your personal life. A science-based toolset: Based on the latest research, The
End of Procrastination synthesizes over one hundred scientific studies to create a program that
is based on the way our brains actually work. By understanding exactly why procrastination
happens and how our brains respond to motivation and self-discipline, the book provides
readers with the knowledge to conquer procrastination on an everyday basis. The keys to
overcoming procrastination are in this getting-things-done book: *Insight into over 120 scientific
studies *Eight clear, science-based and successful tools *Quick daily worksheets to shift your
perspective *To-do lists that actually help you get things done *Everything you need to change
the way you manage your time and live your life
Explore the galaxy with your guide, C-3PO. Find out all about friendly, furry Wookiees and
other amazing creatures and aliens from the Star Wars galaxy.
Discover the life of Martin Luther King Jr--a story for kids ages 6 to 9 about standing up for civil
rights Martin Luther King Jr became one of the most important civil rights leaders in America by
fighting for equality for black people. Before he made history with his powerful speeches and
peaceful protests, Martin was a dedicated, smart kid who loved to learn. He challenged racism
and overcame hardships to follow his passion and do the right thing. Of all the Martin Luther
King Jr books for kids, this one really helps you explore how Martin went from being a kid with
a dream to an outstanding leader who made America a better place for everyone. How will his
life inspire you to do what's right? All Martin Luther King Jr books for kids should include: Path
to power--Unlike other Martin Luther King Jr books for kids, this one has a visual timeline so
you can see Martin's progress through life. Word definitions--This standout among Martin
Luther King Jr books for kids has a helpful glossary for the more advanced words and ideas
inside. Lasting change--Everything that Martin Luther King Jr books for kids should be, this
book explains how Martin made the world a better place for future generations. If you've been
searching for Martin Luther King Jr books for kids that have beautiful illustrations and easy-toread chapters, look no further--this one has it all!
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Uncover the mystery behind Darth Vader's mask. Discover the story of a talented young Jedi
who turns to the dark side.
A biography of the civil rights leader, covering his childhood, leadership, powerful speeches,
assassination, and greatest influences.
Join the ultimate battle for the LEGO® Star WarsTM galaxy! Travel the galaxy with the
Resistance heroes. Discover new planets and meet new friends. Find out about the First
Order's plot to rule the galaxy. Can the heroes defeat the villains? Engaging topics and fun,
interactive pages build reading skills in this Level 2 Reader - just right for children who are
beginning to read on their own. A glossary and fun quiz at the end of the book help to develop
vocabulary and reading comprehension skills. Each title in the DK Readers series is developed
in consultation with leading literacy experts to help children build a lifelong love of reading.
©2020 The LEGO Group. © & TM 2020 LUCASFILM LTD.
Meet the vile villains trying to take over Gotham City.
Examines the history, motives, and actions of various spies, both criminal and governmental.
Queen Elizabeth II and the Royal Family is packed with fascinating facts. This colourful book
lets children find out all about Elizabeth II and her family, while encouraging them to build their
vocabulary and reading skills. Queen Elizabeth II and the Royal Family explains what the
Queen does, shows children the palaces and castles she lives in, and reveals the amazing
crown jewels. It also tells them about her relatives - the princes, princesses, dukes and
duchesses that make up her family, including the two newest members Princess Charlotte and
Prince George. A quiz at the end of the book lets children test their knowledge of Britain's
longest-reigning monarch and her family.
This biography of one of the most famous and recognizable American presidents mark DK's
commitment to bringing US history-based biographies to the DK Readers series. In George
Washington, the young reader will learn about our first president's childhood, his life as a
farmer, statesman, general, and his days as president. The 48-page Level 3 books, designed
for children who can read on their own, contain more complex sentence structure and more
detail. Young readers will devour these kid-friendly titles, which cover high-interest topics such
as sharks, and the Bermuda Triangle, as well as classics like Aladdin. Information boxes
highlight historical references, trivia, pronunciation, and other facts about words and names
mentioned. Averaging 2,400 to 2,800 words, these books offer a 50/50 picture-to-text ratio.
The Dorling Kindersley Readers combine an enticing visual layout with high-interest, easy-toread stories to captivate and delight young bookworms who are just getting started. Written by
leading children's authors and compiled in consultation with literacy experts, these engaging
books build reader confidence along with a lifelong appreciation for nonfiction, classic stories,
and biographies. There is a DK Reader to interest every child at every level, from preschool to
grade 4.
DK Readers will help your child learn to read and encourage a life-long love of reading while
they learn about the life of Martin Luther King Encourage your child to read. They will learn
about the life of slain civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr., who encouraged non-violent
protest to fulfil his dream of a world where people would be judged by the content of their
character, not by the colour of their skin. DK Readers are part of a five-level highly pictorial
reading scheme, which uses lively illustrations and engaging stories to encourage reading.
Level 4 have rich vocabulary and challenging sentence structure, additional information,
alphabetical glossary and index to help challenge growing readers and build literacy skills.
Read them together with children who are reading alone and with reluctant readers.
Explains the sad fate of tigers, which are considered to be in serious danger of extinction.
DK Readers L4: Free at Last: The Story of Martin Luther King, Jr.Dk Pub

Join in the fun as the children go to their first riding lesson! Help encourage your
child's love of horses by reading along as Olivia and friends learn to ride. Perfect
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for sharing, DK Readers effectively blend photography and age-appropriate text
to build a child's reading confidence.
DK Readers will help your child learn to read and encourage a life-long love of
reading while they learn about the life of Martin Luther King Encourage your child
to read. They will learn about the life of slain civil rights leader Martin Luther King
Jr., who encouraged non-violent protest to fulfil his dream of a world where
people would be judged by 'the content of their character, not by the colour of
their skin'. DK Readers are part of a five-level highly pictorial reading scheme,
which uses lively illustrations and engaging stories to encourage reading. Level 4
have rich vocabulary and challenging sentence structure, additional information,
alphabetical glossary and index to help challenge growing readers and build
literacy skills. Read them together with children who are reading alone and with
reluctant readers.
Lively narrative about all the fun things that young children can do at a park,
including playground rides, riding bicycles, flying kites, playing with a ball and
watching ducks in the pond. Simple, short sentences using wide-ranging but
basic vocabulary. Large type, simple words and repetition help young children to
absorb and reinforce the words.
Join Rey, Poe, Rose, and Finn on their new adventures in this exciting LEGO
Star Warsbook for children learning to read. Packed with images from LEGO Star
Warssets, this book is a fun way to meet the brave heroes of the Resistance and
the villains of the First Order. Read about General Leia Organa and her friend
Vice Admiral Holdo. Find out about Kylo Ren and the First Order's stormtrooper
soldiers. Learn about the Force and explore the story of the Jedi. Exciting
images, simple vocabulary, and a fun quiz will engage young readers and help
them build confidence in reading. Combining DK's four-level reading scheme with
the popular LEGO Star Warstheme, LEGO Star Wars- The Last Jedi is at Level 2
and will help kids learn to read-and to love reading.
Join Rey, Poe, Rose, and Finn on their adventures in this exciting LEGO Star
Wars book for children learning to read. Packed with images from LEGO Star
Wars sets, this book is a fun way to meet the brave heroes of the Resistance and
the villains of the First Order.
Egyptian mummies, Incan mummies, mummies of today - discover their secrets if
you dare with this DK Level 4 Reader: Secrets of the Mummies! Level 4 DK
Readers have fascinating stories that will capture the interest of this increasingly
proficient reader range. Introducing a rich vocabulary and challenging sentence
structure, Secrets of the Mummies will delight young bookworms who are just
getting started. DK Readers are packed with full-color photographs, lively
illustrations, and engaging, age-appropriate stories to introduce young children to
the natural world and encourage a life-long love of reading. The amazing stories
are guaranteed to capture a child's interest while developing reading skills and
general knowledge.
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